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Abstract—Development of optimal control procedures for con-
gested networks is a key factor in maintaining efficient network
utilization. The absence of congestion control mechanism or its
failure can lead to the lack of availability for certain network
segments, and in severe cases – for the entire network. The paper
presents an analytical model describing the operation of the
TCP Reno congestion control algorithm in terms of differential
calculus and queuing systems. The purpose of this research is
to explore the possibilities and ways of increasing the virtual
channel capacity utilization efficiency in a lossy environment.

Index Terms—virtual channel, congestion control, network
delay, TCP

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the active development of information processes, the
increase in the scale of the distribution of wireless networks
and the widespread development and use of the Internet of
Things (IoT) methodology, the volume of critical data trans-
mitted through wireless networks is enormously increasing.
The main problem is that the scale of wireless networks is
growing quantitatively, by adding new data transfer nodes
to existing ones, often without complex positioning of the
equipment with respect to the architecture of the premises.
This approach leads to a significant qualitative reduction in
the data transfer rate, which in turn is reflected in significant
congestion of the data transmission channel and routing equip-
ment, high network packet delays and frequent packet losses.
This approach increases the percentage of tasks that will not
be executed in the required time. It will inevitably affect the
profits of organizations. At the same time, the organization
does not have enough time and resources to change and
redevelop the network architecture without putting business
processes on a long halt.

Therefore, there is an actual task to research and develop
prototypes for new data transfer algorithms in the TCP/IP
stack. Such algorithms should be able to provide an opti-
mal data transfer rate, to adapt to the resulting overloads
and losses in wireless networks. Moreover, they should be
independent in the sense of being platform- and architecture-
agnostic. This will allow organizations to reduce downtime
in the process of using wireless telecommunications networks
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without significant and expensive replanning of the existing
network infrastructure.

In this paper authors research the algorithms for congestion
control in a virtual data channel with loss of frames. In such
channels there is frequent network packet loss and high latency
time on the hop between the source and the router. Congestion
control algorithms typically allow adjusting the data rate
by increasing or decreasing the amount of ”unconfirmed”
data segments transmitted in one conditional round based on
various virtual transmission channel metrics. The study of
algorithms for preventing congestions is usually performed
as investigating the effectiveness of such algorithms, which
one could see in the works of such researchers as Veres
and Boda [1], Lakshman [2], Chen [3], Raman [4], Lee [5],
Genin [6], Bonald [7] and others [8-11].The purpose of our
research is to increase bandwith utilization efficiency in a
virtual transmission channel by developing a new adaptive
congestion control algorithm in data transmission networks
under conditions of long delays and frequent loss of frames.
In this paper we present an analytical model that makes it
possible to comprehensively simulate the work of the con-
gestion control algorithm based on the theory of differential
equations and queuing systems. This model is characterized
by the simplicity of the experiments, as well as the ability
to determine the optimal parameters of the network system,
which directly affect the data transfer process under various
initial conditions and virtual data link states.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Virtual channel as the research object

Tanenbaum [12] provides us with the following definition
of a virtual data transmission channel: it is a communication
channel in a packet routing network that connects two or
more subscribers. The virtual channel consists of consecutive
physical links in the data transmission system between the
communication nodes (switches and routers). It also includes
the logical and physical links inside the switches and routers
on the path between subscribers.

Thus, the main components of such a channel are: a data
source, a data receiver, a routing device, and an unstable
transmission medium in which significant frame losses are
observed. In this case, data integrity should be preserved,
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and successful transmission from the source to the receiver
should be guaranteed. Therefore the TCP protocol is used as
the transport protocol.

The data transfer medium with loss of frames has the
following main features [13]:

1) Frequent loss of network data packets.
2) The presence of long random delays in data transmission.
3) Dependence of the maximum bandwidth of the channel,

the number of frames lost and the length of delays from the
physical location of the receiver and the transmitter relative to
the router.

The source and receiver in the virtual channel are repre-
sented by the same type of client devices. Their data trans-
mitters are capable of operating in the above-described data
communication environment. Information exchange between
the source and the receiver is carried out according to the
”point-to-point” method. Client devices run an operating sys-
tem that implements the TCP/IP stack for data transfer. The
router is a network device that supports the processing and
routing of network packets over IP and has a network packet
processing buffer.

The definition of the concept of ”congestion” in data trans-
mission networks is formulated in the works of a number
of authors [14-17]. The most close to this study is Chiang
in [18]: congestion in the TCP/IP flow (TCP flow) is the
state of the data link between the two links, in which the
total (aggregate) amount of incoming data per unit time (bps
- bits per second) exceeds the bandwidth of the data link
between these links and/or exceeds the amount of data that
the network equipment can handle. Graphically, the case of
network channel congestion can be represented using the
following image (Fig. 1). Two TCP streams are sent to the
buffer of router R. An aggregated stream of 3 MB/s overloads
the router’s buffer, and it begins to drop packets.

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of network channel congestion.

To avoid such a situation, the TCP/IP stack contains con-
gestion control mechanisms that allow the source of the data
stream to regulate the information sending speed with respect
to the bandwidth of the data link.

B. TCP Reno congestion control scheme
We denote the congestion avoidance process as a strategy

of adapting the data rate by a TCP stream source. According
to this srategy, the source will decrease or increase the trans-
mitted data quantity per unit time based on a certain control

algorithm. As a result, the essence of the congestion control
process in a TCP protocol reduces to changing the cwnd
parameter based on certain rules. In this case, the main events
signaling the presence of congestion in the data transmission
channel are [19]:

• packet loss event,
• duplicate ACK receive event.

According to RFC 2581, the main strategies used by the TCP
protocol to change the size of the congestion window are as
follows:

• Slow Start
• Congestion Avoidance
• Fast Retransmit
• Fast Recovery

All the techniques described above are used by the TCP
protocol to control the size of the overload window [20]. Most
modern operating systems use the TCP Reno algorithm as the
default overload prevention algorithm. Let’s present the mode
of TCP Reno operation in the form of a block-module diagram
outlining its main steps:

Fig. 2. TCP Reno block-module diagram.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Let w(t) be the value of the congestion window size at time
t. Then the phase of ”congestion avoidance” of the TCP Reno



algorithm can be described using the following differential
equation:

dw(t)

dt
=

(1− p(x(t− T )))
T

− (x(t− T )p(x(t− T ))w(t))
2

,

(1)
where T – round-trip time (RTT);
x(t) – data transfer rate at time t, defined on the range

of values E(x) = [0, C], where C is the maximum channel
capacity (packets per second);
p(x(t))is the packet loss probability as a function of the

data transfer rate defined on the domain E(p) = [0, 1] for any
values of x(t) ∈ [0, C].

From RFC 2001 we get the following equation for the
change in the data transfer rate:

dx(t)

dt
=

(1− p(x(t− T )))
T 2

−

− (x(t− T )p(x(t− T ))x(t))
2

, (2)

The limitation of this model is the absence of a function
simulating the initial ”slow start” phase of the TCP Reno
algorithm.

Thus, the problem of investigating the effectiveness of the
TCP Reno congestion control algorithm can be formulated as
follows:

Let the function x(t) = (w(t)) describe the data transfer
rate regulated by the TCP Reno algorithm. The function x(t)
is defined in some σ-neighborhood of the point tn, where
σ > 0. Then the problem of investigating the effectiveness
of the TCP Reno algorithm reduces to finding points of the
local maximum tn, i.e. those points for which, given all t 6=
tn belonging to the domain (tn − σ, tn + σ) , the following
inequalities hold: {

x(t) ≤ x(tn)
P (x(t)) ≤ p(x(tn))

(3)

IV. FINDING THE LOCAL MAXIMUM POINTS OF THE TCP
RENO DATA RATE FUNCTION

For a complex study of the function described above, it is
necessary to introduce an equation describing the dependence
p(x(t)) – the probability of packet loss – on the data transfer
speed. A ”classic” model was used in development of the
TCP Reno algorithm, implying that the packet loss event is
associated with a buffer overflow of routing equipment. There
are several mathematical models describing the probability of
packet loss depending on the applied algorithm of active router
queue management (AQM). At the moment, the most common
models are Drop Tail and RED (Random early detection).
The principle of the Drop Tail algorithm is to drop incoming
packets when the specified value of Qmax, indicating the
maximum length of the router queue, is exceeded. There
are two types of mathematical models describing the given
behavior of the AQM algorithm [8]: a router with a small
queue size (Qmax < 100) and a router with an infinitely
expandable queue size (Qmax →∞, Qinit > 100).

The principle of the RED algorithm is the early dropping of
packets arriving at the network equipment before the device
queue is full. In this case, the strategy for dropping packets
depends on the scheduler algorithm used.

In this paper we decided to use the Drop Tail algorithm,
because this AQM strategy has a simple description and
allows a more complex study of the actual data rate equation
without additional corrections to the description of the function
p(x(t)), which derive from using a specific scheduler in the
RED model.

Let us describe a function that determines the probability of
packet loss depending on the data rate in the form of a flow
model for both kinds of Drop Tail AQM. For the Drop Tail
AQM algorithm with a small queue size (Qmax < 100), the
function p(x(t)) takes the following form:

p(x(t)) =
x(t)B

C
, (4)

where x(t) is the data rate (in packets per second) at time t;
C - channel bandwidth; B is the maximum size of the routing
device queue (in packets).

For the Drop Tail AQM algorithm with an infinitely ex-
pandable queue size (Qmax →∞, Qinit > 100), the function
p(x(t)) takes the following form:

p(x(t)) =
1− (x(t)C )(x(t)C )B

1− (x(t)C )B+1
(5)

where x(t) is the data rate (in packets per second) at time t;
C - channel bandwidth; B is the maximum size of the routing
device queue (in packets).

To study these patterns, we present a system with the
simplest topology consisting of a single source S generating
a single TCP data stream F to the receiver D through a
routing device R with a maximum buffer size B controlled by
the Drop Tail AQM strategy. At the same time, the channel
A → R has the capacity C. The channel capacity R → B is
much larger than C, therefore it can be neglected. Thus, we
obtain a classical topology with a single bottleneck, through
which data is transmitted using a single TCP stream. The
diagram of this model is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Drop Tail model diagram.

The following lemma is, in opinion of the authors, charac-
teristic for both models under study.



Fig. 4. Change in the data transfer rate: A) using data set 1; B) using data set 2; C) using data set 3.

Lemma 1: let the dynamical system described by the fol-
lowing equation:

p(x(t)) = f(x(t))

x(t) ∈ (0, C] (6)

have such a set of points xs(tx), xs(ts)→ (0, C], p(xs(ts))→
[0, 1], ts → [0,∞], for which holds dxs(ts)

dt = 0.
In other words, for any data transfer process, there is a set

of points xs(ts) for which the change in the transmission rate
is zero. Then the function xs(ts) at such points will take the
following value:

xs(ts) =

√
2(1− p(xs(ts)))

p(xs(ts))

1

T
(7)

To confirm the above lemma, we numerically solve equa-
tions (4) and (5) with the help of Wolfram Mathematica 11.

Consider 3 situations of the relation of the router buffer
size to the channel capacity (T is the round-trip delay time
(in seconds); C - bandwidth of the channel (packets per
second); B is the maximum size of the routing device queue
(in packets): B = C;C > B;C < B.

We shall examine the graphs of the functions x(t), ẋ(t)
for the existence of the points described earlier. The value
of the round-trip delay time is assumed equal to 500 ms.
Table 1 contains the corresponding values of the parameters
listed above for various experiments. In all the experiments,
the graphs are constructed for the value t ∈ [0, 10] seconds.

TABLE I
VALUES OF EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS.

No. C (pps) B1 (packets) T (seconds)
1 10 10 0.5
1 10 5 0.5
1 5 10 0.5

Figure 4 shows the graphs of the solutions obtained with
data sets 1, 2, and 3 respectively.

Analyzing the obtained solutions, we note that the graphs
actually have points xs in which ẋ(t) = 0. These points are the
points of the local maximum or minimum. This fact confirms
the lemma described above. Let’s summarize the obtained data
in the final table 2.

TABLE II
THE FINAL DATA OBTAINED FROM THE TEST DATA SET NO. 1.

Buffer size Amt. of
points

Maximum value Minimum value

C = B = 10 9 9 5
C = 10, B = 5 10 7 5
C = 5, B = 10 8 5 1

A similar study was carried out for model (5), implying the
presence of routing equipment with an infinitely expandable
buffer size. The obtained data also confirm the lemma. In
this case, in all the solutions presented, the graph of x(t)
has only one local maximum point and an infinite number



of local minimum points. In this case periodic oscillations are
not observed in the system (5).

The lemma given in this graph was experimentally con-
firmed using a test setup. Experimental confirmation will be
presented in further work.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Correlating the obtained data with the propositions, we
come to the following conclusions:

• The dynamical system described by equation (6) has the
set of singular points xs(tx), xs(ts) ∈ (0, C], p(xs(ts)) ∈
[0, 1], t ∈ [0,∞] for which dxs(ts)

dt = 0.
• Based on the numerical solution of the differential equa-

tions (4) and (5), the presence of these points in the
described systems was shown.

• The indicated points are points of the local maximum or
minimum of the function x(t).

• The system described by equation (5) has only one local
maximum point, and the set of points of a non-strict
maximum or minimum.

In the future, it deems possible for the authors to propose a
theorem describing the effect of the buffer size of the device
on the data transfer rate, as well as to devise a number of
techniques that allow increasing the data transfer rate in a
medium with frame loss. These results can be used to increase
the efficiency of using the capacity of a virtual channel
operating in a lossy environment.
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